you were analyzing a find from the 1800s! Are there other collections that you hope to look at in order to see if they too provide evidence for symbolic thought processes (jewelry & art)?
While it is hard to ever know what exactly such pieces are communicating, it is exciting to see the growing body of evidence that Neanderthals did have some capacity for symbolic thought processes. But I know this has been a hot debate in anthropology over the years with some still questioning things like purposeful burials. Do you think evidence like your eagle talons should settle the debate and combined such finds prove Neanderthals were capable of symbolic thought? firedrops The site was excavated from 1899-1905 -the sediments no longer exist. Gorjanović-Kramberger published a short paper on them in 1901, but missed the cut marks and other evidence of manipulations on them. While the finds is pretty incontrovertible and very spectacular --there are only single talons found at European Neandertal sites in France and Italy, but in more recent time periodsthis will not 'settle the debate' for some. Neandertals as the 'other' is too much ingrained in the thought of many paleoanthropologists.
How did Neandertals hunt eagles? How were the claws obtained? payik
We do not know how the Neandertals acquired the talons, but they come from 3-4 different birds based on duplicated claws. Eagles are rare in any environment, so it is difficult they collected them from naturally dead animals. I have talked to my birding friends from here and none have ever seen an eagle carcass. We suspect they hunted them, but have no evidence other than from ethnographic sources about modern eagle hunters. There was a lot of ceremony and bravery centered around the hunt.
Hello, Dr. Frayer. How do artistic trends like these in Neandertaler differ from those of contemporary Homo sapiens? Do you believe Neandertaler were capable of hunting eagles, or would they have had to scavenge carcasses? Ganzerlil I answered this above. We do not know how they acquired the eagles, but they likely were not scavenged based on how rare they were in the landscape -but we do not know. quickblur Eagle talons are powerful symbols in recent hunter-gatherers, a symbol of a strong predator. We cannot know why they collected the talons, but in any other 'modern' context they would be cited as evidence for symbolic/spiritual reasons.
Hello
More and more evidence suggests that multiple human species were living at the same time and that our family tree is particularly "bushy".
How many human species were alive in Europe contemporary with Neanderthal?
MorsOmniaAequat Neandertals lived in Europe by themselves until moderns began moving in about 40,000? years ago. There was a brief period of 10,000 years? when they over-lapped and bred with moderns. This had a lasting effect on moderns, in that we all carry some Neandertal genes.
Have you read the Earth's Children series by Jean Auel, particularly the first book, Clan of the Cave Bear? iorgfeflkd Sure. Jean Auel's stuff is great, a fun read based on a lot solid paleoanthropological data. But, it is fiction.
Would this have been the first known instance of jewelry or other cosmetics? Slarti47
In Europe it is, but there is evidence of shell beads in S Africa about the same time. jonstew We have been unable to reconstruct the exact piece but we know it was strung, by the smoothing of the cut marks on the proximal margin. We also know that the talons rubbed together, producing sheen on the medial and lateral surfaces. There are some very densely polished areas, again on the proximal surfaces. So, we know that they formed part of an assemblage, either a necklace or a bracelet. There is no wear on any talon suggesting any were used as a tool. 
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StarlightFalcon
Since modern knew how to make ornaments, I doubt they copied the idea from Neandertals. There are a few other European Mousterian sites where talons have been found, but only a single talons. My guess is that these were used a pendants.
Do the eagles have large talons? PLOS SCIENCE WEDNESDAY: HI REDDIT! I'M DAVID FRAYER, HERE TO TALK ABOUT MY PLOS ONE PAPER THAT FOUND NEANDERTALS CREATED JEWELRY FROM EAGLE TALONS -ASK ME
ANYTHING! : REDDIT do7com yes, the white tailed eagle at Krapina was the largest raptor around then. The largest claws are bout 2 inches long, but not all talons are the same size.
Thank you for doing this AMA! My question is: why was the notion that Neandertals disappeared due to inter-breeding with Cro-Magnons considered to be unlikely by many in the field until recent genetic studies showed showed that modern humans have significant genetic similarity to Neandertals?
In an introductory anthropology course I took in college, we read a book titled Dance of the Tiger by paleoanthropologist Björn Kurtén, which is based on the notion that there was interbreeding between Neandertals and Cro-Magnons. Kurtén's book was published in English in 1980, so I assume the theory was at least considered by some in the field even then. Yet in Jared Diamond's 1997 Pulitzer Prize-winning book, Guns, Germs and Steel, he confidently dismisses the idea as baseless.
Can you explain why the idea of inter-breeding has been so polarized? _werebear_ Part of the reason for this is that Neandertals were first described as 'beasts,' and their image has never recovered. Another is that the first DNA from Neandertals was mitochondrial DNA and it showed no link to modern variation. We now know that mtDNA is not very sensitive to phylogenetic placement. The same researchers who isolated the mtDNA isolated the nuclear DNA and they were astounded to find links with moderns -that is DNA sequences in moderns that were only found in Neandertals. This led to the inescapable conclusion that Neandertals and modern interbred. As for Kurtén, Dance of the Tiger has always been one of my favorite piece of paleoscience fiction. Kurtén was a paleontologist who knew a lot about bones. I have never been impressed with Diamond's work, which for the most part have been discounted by specialists knowing something about the topics he writes about -see criticisms using Google. With these recent discoveries does this mean that there could have been a hierarchy in the neanderthal community, such as; only the chiefs and the higher up neanderthals would wear the jewellery or would it be something that everyone in the community shared? Jxzzy PLOS SCIENCE WEDNESDAY: HI REDDIT! I'M DAVID FRAYER, HERE TO TALK ABOUT MY PLOS ONE PAPER THAT FOUND NEANDERTALS CREATED JEWELRY FROM EAGLE TALONS -ASK ME ANYTHING! : REDDIT no, we cannot make these interpretations without data. We do not know who wore the jewelry or if there was the kind of social structure you postulate.
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